Peak intensity analysis as a method for estimation of fluorescent probe binding to artificial and natural nanoparticles: tetramethylrhodamine uptake by isolated mitochondria.
A modified version of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) closely related to the photon counting histogram (PCH) method, which is used in the case of a mixture of molecules with similar diffusion coefficients, was applied here for analyzing the binding of the potential-sensitive dye tetramethylrhodamine ethyl ester, TMRE, to isolated mitochondria both in energized and deenergized states. Fluorescence time traces of suspensions of TMRE-doped mitochondria representing sequences of peaks of different intensity appeared to be similar to those of fluorescent beads and TMRE-doped latex particles. The experimental data were obtained under stirring conditions which increased the number of events by about three orders of magnitude thus substantially enhancing the resolution of the method. The statistics of the brightness of identical fluorescent particles reflecting their random walk through the confocal volume was described by a simple analytical equation which enabled us to perform the peak intensity analysis (PIA) of TMRE-doped mitochondria. The validity of PIA was tested with fluorescent beads of different sizes and TMRE-doped latex particles. Mitochondrial energization in the presence of TMRE led to the increase in the number and the intensity of the peaks in fluorescence time traces, the PIA of which allowed us to determine mitochondrial membrane potential and additionally a number of mitochondrial particles per ml of the suspension. The value of the membrane potential on a single mitochondrion was estimated to be about 180 mV in agreement with the data related to mitochondrial suspensions. Importantly, the PIA method required less than 1 microgram of mitochondrial protein per measurement.